Testimonial

The Synerway Appluance
protects data for Dodin Campenon Bernard
DODIN CAMPENON BERNARD, a subsidiary of Vinci Construction, began
business in June 2008 born from a merger of the activity in 2003 of the
companies Dodin and Campenon Bernard TP France. Today, Dodin Campenon
Bernard undertakes civil engineering and tunneling projects for VINCI
Construction in mainland France and on the Island of La Réunion.

In 2010, DODIN CAMPENON BERNARD purchased a Synerway Appliance to replace
their existing magnetic tape backup solution. The company chose unified protection
to guarantee their business continuity (DRP = Disaster Recovery Plan) and improve
security for all their data: from office data to professional databases. Synerway’s solution
enabled immediate restoration possibilities and optimal accessibility.

The LA16000 Appliance, with a 16 TB Raid 5 disk capacity was chosen for the simplicity
of its operational capacity, its native disk backup and restoration performance
and its total reliability in all situations. “Thanks to the userfriendly interfaces and the
intuitive supervision and administration tools along with a genuinely simple restoration
approach” remarks Franck Noze, IT Manager at DODIN CAMPENON BERNARD. With the
protection of their 15 production servers, Franck is witness to the rapid restoration
capacity the Synerway Appliance now provides.

The Synerway solution is fully adapted to the professional needs of DODIN CAMPENON
BERNARD, but also to the company’s specific security requirements. Data backup for 10
executive laptops was also integrated into their security policy. To the local diskbased
backups of these sensitive machines, we have added centralized consolidation to a
remotely located Synerway Appliance. According to needs, a restoration can be performed
either by the IT team or by the users themselves completely autonomously. In addition,
the choice of block mode technology (where only the data blocks modified in a file are
backed up) enables optimal backups whatever the available bandwidth. The Synerway
supervision and administration tool, dedicated to laptops or other roaming machines,
enables you to manage effective data protection for all local and remote machines. And,
lastly, for complete peace of mind, all backed up data is copied from the Synerway
Appliance disks to magnetic LTO5 tapes (1.5 TB per tape). These tapes are taken off site
each week to a secure location.

Franck Noze acclaims the quality of service associated with the solution and is entirely
satisfied two years into production of the Synerway Appliance: “The choice of solution was
clearly guided by the efficiency of the data restoration procedures. We ensure business
continuity and free up valuable time every day for other essential activities”.
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« The choice of solution was
clearly guided by the efficiency
of the data restoration
procedures.
We
ensure
business continuity and free
up valuable time every day for
other essential activities. »
Franck Noze,

IT Manager
Dodin Campenon Bernard

About Synerway
Synerway designs and supports a range
of data backup and restoration
Appliances and software dedicated
to IT protection with storage space
ranging from 1 TB to 96 TB (Raid 5).
Many SMEs, local authorities and multisite corporate clients use Synerway
Appliances on a daily basis to protect
their Information Systems.
For more information, please visit our
web site: www.synerway.fr
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